
Content: What will we learn? Creativity: How will we show we 
understand in multiple ways? 

Coherence: How does this link to 
other year groups and core 

subjects? 

Shackleton ensuring all his team 
survived 
 
Antarctic Treaty and how we look after 
a shared continent 
 
Antarctic implications for global 
warming 
 
How Antarctic explorers work as a 
team to protect each other 
 
Women in Antarctica—changes in 
attitudes over time 
 

Compassion: What opportunities 
are there to show compassion for 
the environment and each other? 

Community: Where are the links to 
local expertise and resources? 

Visits and visitors 

Kate Philp 
 
Wendy Searle 
 
Braeside 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 1—how life has changed in living 

memory, naming different animals 

 

Year 2—women who changed the 

world, Ellen MacArthur (explorers), 

Captain Scott 

 

Year 3—Victorians, World War 2  

 

Year 4—classification of animals and 

food chains 

 

Year 5—life cycles 

 

Year 6—classification of animals 

Drama, Mantle of the Expert—role 
playing the Endurance expedition 
 
Poetry—daily polar animal poem 
 
Music—polar rap, Arctic soundscape, 
Frozen 2 
 
Art—patterns from Sami culture, Inuit 
inspired patterns 
 
DT—find solutions to Shackleton’s 
problems 

Shackleton’s Endurance  expedition to 
Antarctica—key  events, evidence from 
diaries, photographs, films, equipment 
 
Arctic animals—how they adapt to 
habitat, food chains 
 
Sorting polar animals into groups 
(Maths, Computing link) 
 
How we can look after the 
environment 
 
Writing diaries—using facts and 
emotions 
 
Sami art, Inuit inspired patterns 
 
Female polar explorers and scientists 

Overall outcome 
Create way to rescue Shacketon and his men 

Key subjects 
History (Shackleton), Science (freezing materials, 

animals in polar habitats), PSHE (looking after each 

other), Geography (polar regions), RE (special 

journeys—pilgrimage), Art (Sami art), DT (solving 

problems) 

Texts 
Ice Trap Shackleton’s Journey Trapped by the Ice  Ernest Shackleton Antarctic Explorer 
North  Rainbow Bear  The Polar Bear Son 

Key vocabulary 
Antarctic, Arctic, polar, continent, glacier, crevasse, sastrugi, ice sheet, sea ice, perseverance, 
endurance, belief,  ambition, responsibility, uninhabited, trans-Antarctic,  amputate, stowaway 

Year 2 Term 4   
Why do people explore unknown places? 

Transformative diverse individuals 
Promoting under-represented groups/

individuals 
Felicity Aston, Matthew Henson, Kate Philp, 
Wendy Searle, Peggy Pegrine, Valerie Davey and 
Betty Webster, Lois Jones , Alexandra Dodds, 
Kaitlin Naughten, Rachel Furner, Ahn In-Young  

Narrative hook 
 

People: Explorers 
Place: Endurance, a ship 
Problem: What should we do if we know our ship 

is going to sink? 
Possibilities: We could visit somewhere different, 

or plan what to do if the ship sinks 


